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THE INTERACTION OF NEWS AND

ADVOCATE FRAMES: MANIPULATING

AUDIENCE PERCEPTIONS

OF A LOCAE PUBEIC POEICYISSUE

By David Tewksbury, Jennifer Jones, Matthew W. Peske, Ashlea
Raymond, and WilliamVig

This article presents the results of a two-wave experimeni designed to
examine how journalistic nezvs frames can facihtate the communication
of advocacy frames designed to influence audience perceptions of a
political issue. We constructed five versions of a nervspaper article about
large-scale hog farms. The versions differed in the weight they gave to
frames promoted hy organizations interested in this issue. The relative
emphasis given the competing frames was reflected in subjects' interpre-
tations of the issue and in their evaluations of hog farms. A retest three
weeks after the initial exposure revealed a significant, though muted,
cognitive impact of the frames. The implications of these results for
journalisfn, issue advocacy, and the study of issue framing are discussed.

Introduction There has been a considerable amount of recent scholarly attention
to theconcept of news "framing," Ingeneral, researchers have found that
the news media tell stories about political issues using only a narrow
range of perspectives.' Frames supplied by journalists provide audi-
ences with the means to organize and understand new information.
Gamson argues that the story frames journalists use provide citizens
with a basic tool kit of ideas they apply to thinking and talking about
politics.- Indeed, scholars have long suggested that journalists' charac-
terization of an issue can shape its reality for an audience.^ The concern
among observers is that these story frames serve to limit and direct the
things audiences consider when they think about issues.

If news frames influence individuals' explanations of issues, they
will likely also have an impact on policy decisions regarding those
issues."* Frames can imply policy options or implicit answers to questions
of what should be done about issues.^ Entman argues, "To frame is to
select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in
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a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem
definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment
recommendation for the item described."'' News frames, therefore, may
shape individuals' opinions and policy preferences by stressing certain
elements or features of a broad controversy.

Exploring the boundaries of framing in a local context is the
primary focus of the present study. A number of studies have docu-
mented the frequent, almost ritualistic use of certain media frames."
Other research has demonstrated the substantial impact advocate and
media frames can have on the beliefs and opinions of audiences." We
look at how different news story perspectives can serve as vehicles for the
advocacy activities of policy actors. Some news frames are particularly
likely to carry advocacy frames, and this study will examine how
different combinations of advocacy frames may affect audience interpre-
tations and opinions. The present study also looks at the effects of
advocacy frames over time and explores the role of potential conditional
variables in the framing process.

News and Advocacy Frames. Researchers have pointed out that
there is some confusion regarding the meaning and use of the framing Review
concept today."̂  In a recent article, Scheufele suggests making a
distinction between media frames and individual frames." '̂ The former
refer to the way journalists describe a political issue, event, or person.
This description sets the territory within which audiences understand,
interpret, and react to the political object. An individual frame, on the
other hand, is the set of knowledge a person has acquired about an issue,
and it is used by him or her to evaluate and understand new informa-
tion." Individual frames are often thought of as internal structures of the
mind {or schemas) that help individuals cope with the large amount of
information available to them.'^ The single greatest power of media
frames is their ability to provide and/or activate information, thereby
shaping individual frames.

While the distinction Scheufele makes is a useful one, it may not
go far enough. More needs to be said about different media frames
and how they operate. Most approaches to the production of media
frames have emphasized the role of journalistic norms and news values
in the production of messages.'•* In general, journalists are thought to
have central beliefs about what sorts of news audiences want to see.
These beliefs shape what topics are included in the news and how stories
about those topics are told. Gamson and Modigliani descrihe journalist
frames as "the central organizing idea or story line that provides mean-
ing to an unfolding strip of events and weaves a connection among
them.""

Journalistic norms, values, and practices aid journalists in produc-
ing news quickly and routinely. For example, the principle of objectivity
or fairness is an important journalistic value which requires reporters to
gather as much information as they can while giving both sides equal
time to register their comments and interpretations.''^ Principles of
fairness, along witb other norms and values about what constitutes a
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good news story, enter into production decisions and ultimately result in
routine joumalishc themes and perspectives.'^ However, many critics
have raised the concern that journalist frames become problematic when
they are highly stereotyped and uniform throughout news discourse.'''
Rather than constructing contrasting interpretive frames that offer di-
verse insights into complicated issues, journalists tend to construct
highly formulated news frames that "reconstruct the world in similar

Some researchers argue that journalists' frames, most often called
the story angle, peg, or hook, are determined by the facts that are thought
to be most important.'*^ However, importance is always a negotiated
concept, particularly given the complexities journalists face as they seek
to make sense of events.^^ For any contentious political issue there are
individuals and groups with a stake in how news audiences understand
the situation. These policy advocates actively seek to control how an
issue or candidate is described or portrayed in the media.^' Advocate
frames are specific, carefully constructed ways of interpreting an issue.
Indeed, they may be thought of as persuasive arguments. Thus, any
consideration of media frames should incorporate the effects of advocate
activities. Ultimately, it may be useful to add advocate frames as a third
type of frame, temporally prior to media and individual framesbut, more
germane to the present study, often present in them in the end. Taking
that approach, the present study attempts to distinguish between the
operation of media frames (i.e., news story telling formats) and advocate
frames (i.e., explanations and arguments intended to persuade) in news
reports. While a number of studies have documented the frequent,
almost ritualistic use of certain media frames,^ there has been little
examination of what happens when advocacy groups use journalistic
norms as vehicles for their issue frames. The present study demonstrates
how issue frames operate within the context of journalistic story-telling
norms.

Among the story types commonly used by journalists are the
event- and conflict-centered stories.^^ Conflict-oriented news frames
emphasize friction among and between individuals, groups, and institu-
tions. Critics complain that conflict frames tend to reduce complex
substantive debate to simplistic two-sided competition.-'' However,
conflict-centered frames also easily satisfy the fairness norm in journal-
ism.̂ "̂  Event-centered frames are a different matter. By their nature, they
are focused on one incident, often with only one particular story being
told. Researchers have argued for some time that issue advocates and
political actors use pseudo-events and other devices to attract media
attention.^^ Advocates gear their activity toward harnessing journalists'
news values and using them to create stories that communicate issue
packages. As a result, event-centered articles are likely to bestow an
advantage to the advocacy frame suggested by the sponsor of a media
event. '̂' In a recent study, Fico and Cote examined presidential election
coverageatninedailynewspapers in Michigan.̂ ** They found that stories
initiated by speeches or rallies were the least balanced type of story.
Candidates other than those staging events were rarely mentioned in the
lead paragraphs of the resulting articles. The present study examines, in
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part, the potential differences in impact of these two story-telling forms.
Specifically, the study looks at differences in the influence of advocacy
frames commimicated through conflict versus event-centered news
reporting.

Both news frames and advocate frames are most often communi-
cated in the headline and lead paragraphs. Headlines, in particular, have
been shown to influence what audiences understand about news sto-
ries.'^ Pan and Kosicki argue that the headline is the most powerful
framing device of the syntactical structure.^" It narrows the range of
likely interpretations and invokes particular ideas and concepts even
before a person has begun to read the story.-̂ ^ Headlines set the stage for
the manner in which the story is read and establish the frame of reference
from which the facts of the story are perceived.''^ Headlines serve as an
index by both attracting attention to stories and influencing audience
interpretations. They may also suggest the evaluative perspective for
reading a news account.̂ -'

Individual-level Processing of Frames. The power of both media
and advocate frames to ir\fluence audiences' interpretation of the news
has been called an "applicability effect."-^ Drawing from research in
cognitive social psychology. Price and Tewksbury distinguish framing
from other media effects such as priming and agenda setting.^^ A frame
establishes an associative pathway between a target issue and a specific
set of concepts. By activating or suggesting some ideas at the expense of
others, the news can encourage particular trains of thought about
political phenomena and lead audience members to arrive at more or
less predictable conclusions.^^ However, in any given situation, con-
structs evoked by a particular news message have to compete for
attention with the ideas and feelings that are already accessible to readers
and viewers. Framing, or rendering certain thoughts applicable, is most
likely to occur when the suggested ideas are relatively accessible prior to
exposure.^''

The advocate framing process may also be thought of in terms of
persuasive communication effects.̂ " That is, at the point advocate frames
are communicated to audiences in news reports, they may be similar to
persuasive arguments meant to advance a particular point of view.
Naturally, there are many methods by which policy players may attempt
to sway public opinion, but the route that most closely parallels current
thinking in framing research is the message-learning approach in
persuasion. Based on models of learning and skill acquisition, the
message learning perspective suggests that attitude change, particularly
long-term change, comes from the acceptance and retention of persua-
sive arguments.̂ "^ Presumably, people base some portion of their opin-
ions on a set of considerations or beliefs that appear relevant to the issue
at hand.*" Among the factors that can influence message recipients'
acceptance and retention of arguments are source and message at-
tributes.'*'

The present study builds on this classic model and focuses on the
extent to which advocate explanations of issues and events are accepted
and retained by audiences. An important distinction between framing
research and traditional persuasion studies, however, is the amount of
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emphasis being placed on audience learning. For persuasion research-
ers, the independent variables of interest are persuasive messages and so
the ultimate dependent variable in that research is typically a message
recipient's attitude or behavior toward some object or idea. In contrast
much of the framing research to date examines how audience cognitions
about an object or iciea are affected by exposure to a message.**̂  Indeed,
some media and advocate frames have powerful effects even when
recipients' attitudes are not affected.'''' To be sure, changes in beliefs or
interpretations of an issue may have consequences for attitudes about
that issue,^ but that need not be the primary effect of a frame.

Another distinction between persuasion studies and contempo-
rary news framing research lies in the relative emphasis on persuasive
intent. In the vast majority of prior research on persuasion, audiences
have been aware of the overt persuasive intentions of the message
source. In the present context, however, audiences presumably consider
news accounts to be relatively objective. Within the news frame lurk
advocate frames, to be sure. But it is unclear how well audiences can
identify the sometimes subtle distinctions among those frame types and
whether they attribute persuasive intent to advocates appearing in the
news.

Despite these distinctions between the two lines of research, per-
suasion and framing studies have a number of things in common. An
important question for both areas is the persistence of message effects.'*^
Persuasion research has examined the long-term effects of messages
both directly and through "sleeper" processes.""' Hovland and col-
leagues learned relatively early that retention of a message's central
conclusion was not necessarily the same as the retention of its supporting
arguments.'*'' Rather, the message learning approach stipulates that
memory for the arguments in a message will degrade more quickly than
will memory for the position it advocates.'*'*

From the framing perspective, there is reason to believe that
framing effects can be relatively long lasting. Because it is an applicabil-
ity process, the power of a frame is its ability to establish a memory link
between an object and some set of information. The frame essentially
tells people that when they think about some issue or person, they should
also think about a corresponding set of ideas. Thus, framing effects
should not be as short-lived as a media prime and should have some
staying power. Unfortunately, little prior research has explored the
longevity of framing effects (as distinct from persuasive effects). The
present study features a two-wave panel design that should provide
some insight into the long-term effects of issue frames that make it into
the news.

Another element of framing that has not yet received enough
attention is the question of how much of a news story must be devoted
to an advocate frame for its influence to be consequential. Most studies
have examined the mere presence of a frame or looked at a few opposing
frames.'''̂  That is, they compare two or more competing frames and only
sometimes include a "middle" control condition.''" Given that the
presence or absence of a frame has been demonstrated to have some
effect, it is a logical step to argue that the relative strength of an advocate
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frame within a news account will also influence outcomes. Indeed,
researchinpersuasionbasdemonstrated that, assuming equal argument
strength, the "side" with the larger number of arguments will be more
persuasive.''' News stories are probably rarely completely one-sided, of
course. Rather, if journalists subscribe to the evenhandedness norm, this
should be fairly unusual. But coming out of advocacy activities and
certain journalistic practices may be the production of news accounts
dominated by advocacy frames. Event-centered news reports, for ex-
ample, often give greater emphasis to the frame advocate by the sponsor
of the event.'̂ ^ Even bO, the presence of advocate frames is rarely an all-
or-nothing condition. Therefore, any research in this area should exam-
ine varying levels of issue frame advantage.

Persuasion researchers have also studied the effects of message
order, one way in which the prominence of advocate frames within news
reports varies, with mixed results.'̂ -' In some situations, arguments
appearing early in a message seem to carry the most weight (a primacy
effect) but in others later arguments appear to be more persuasive (a
recency effect). One explanation for this pattern lies with audiences'
levels of elaboration. When audiences are motivated to engage in higher
levels of message elaboration, they are more likely to he influenced by
early arguments. When audiences process messages less carefully, they
are more susceptible to recent arguments.'^''

McLeod and Detenber's recent study of social protest news is one
of the only framing studies to have examined varying levels of frame
advantage.'̂ ^ Looking at differences in the balance of status quo and
protest group support in televisions news, they found a negative linear
relationship between emphasis on the social status quo and a number of
indicators of audience support for protestors. In their study, however,
McLeod and Detenber assessed only part of the potential competition
between competing frames. Conceptually, one can think of the contest
between advocacy frames asexisting on a continuum. Atbothendsofthe
dimension are news reports giving substantial weight to one frame and
little or none to the other. At the middle is a neutral story that features
neither side or contains some balanced account of the two. The news
reports McLeod and Detenber used essentially represented only one side
of that continuum. The news account that represented "low support" of
the status quo included little information promoting the message of the
protestors. TTius, their operationalization varied the amount of weight
given to one side of the situation, but it did not include a full manipula-
tion of the amount of support for the other side.

It may be that the impact of advocate frames on one side of this
continuum may not mirror those on the other. It may be that some frames
are more likely than others to resonate with audiences. Perhaps there is
a critical level of pre-eminence for some advocacy frames. Such a level
would have to be reached in a news account before audiences would
adjust their beliefs and opinions toward the frame's direction. Unfortu-
nately, prior framing research has not been able to explore this possibil-
ity. The present study seeks to rectify that gap in the literature and
hopefully moves towards an answer of how preeminent an advocate
frame must be for it to influence beliefs and judgments.
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Finally, it seems likely that issue frames contained in news ac-
counts do not reach all people equally. Moderating variables such as
audience members' reading and message processing styles may condi-
tion the influence of issue frames. One theoretical model that, in part,
accounts for how carefully people process persuasive messages is the
elaboration likelihood model (ELM).''̂  The model is based on the idea
that people process information to varying degrees. The extent to which
receivers participate in issue relevant thinking forms a continuum, with
extremely high elaboration and little or no elaboration anchoring the
scale endpoints.^^ The ELM approach suggests that receivers' personal
need for careful thought (i.e., their "need for cognition") may be one
factor that can influence depth of elaboration.^^ People who have a
strong need for cognition are more sensitive to variations in message
quality than are other people.^^ It may also be that these people are more
likely to consider two sides of an issue discussed in the news. They may
be less willing to accept the first frame they encounter in a report and
more willing to attempt to untangle the mixed set of advocate frames one
often encounters in political news. Thus, variations in advocacy frame
emphasis may havea smaller effect on people high in a need for cognition
than on those low in this need.

Hypotheses Based on the considerations just described, a number of hypoth-
eses seemed sensible. First, frames should influence how people think
about an issue.

HI: The more an advocate frame dominates a news
account, the more likely are audiences to interpret the issue
in terms of that frame.

Next, because advocate frames include explicit and implicit nor-
mative elements, they should influence how people render political
judgments.

H2: The more an advocate frame dominates a news
account, the more likely are audiences to make general
evaluations of the situation that are consonant with that
frame.

H3: The more an advocate frame dominates a news
account, the more likely are audiences to accept policy rec-
ommendations suggested by that frame.

Framing effects should persist across time.

H4: The effects of relative dominance of advocate issue
frames within a news account will persist over time.

Finally, people should differ in their susceptibility to framing
effects.
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H5: Audience members' processing style conditions
the effects of differences in frame weight in a news account,
such that audience members with a higher need for cognition
exhibit fewer effects of differences in advocacy frame domi-

Data were collected in a two-wave, five (frame) by two (need for Method
cognition) between-subjecfs experiment. Each subject was randomly
assigned to one of five exposure conditions. Participants in the study
read a story that purported to describe the issues surrounding proposed
state regulation of large-scale hog farms. The content of the article was
manipulated to create conflict- and event-centered stories. Within the
event-oriented articles, further manipulations created different levels of
advocate frame emphasis. After reading the article, subjects reported
their impression of the farms and the general concept of hog farm
regulation. They also described their interpretation of the issues sur-
rounding the farms. Three weeks later, the subjects completed an
identical battery of dependent measures.

Sample. Subjects were undergraduate students enrolled in an
introductory public speaking course at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. Five hundred and ten subjects completed the first
wave of the study. Just over half of them were female (55%) and close to
two-thirds (64%) were first-year students. Each of the five experimental
groups contained between 100 and 103 subjects. Almost three-quarters
of the original subjects (366) participated in the second wave of the
study."' Their gender and class profile matched those observed in the
first wave. Each of the five groups in the second wavecontained between
69 and 78 subjects. Although it was not planned, an additional 51
students completed the second wave but not the first.*"' Thus, a total of
561 subjects participated in at least one wave of the study.

Stimulus. Early in the questionnaire, subjects were asked to read
what were described as two articles that had appeared in a recent issue
of the State journal-Register (the sole daily newspaper published in the
state capital). The font, layout, and general appearance of both were
designed to give the impression that they had been clipped from the
newspaper. The first article, an actual story included here as a warm-up
task, reported a state Supreme Court ruling regarding truth-in-sentenc-
ing laws. The central manipulation was contained in the content of the
second article.

The political issue discussed in the stimulus article is whether large
pork producing farms in the state should be regulated and how large
these farms should be. On the one hand are environmental and locally
based groups who oppose large farms primarily out of health concerns.
On the other hand are farm and industry groups who argue that only
large farms have the ability to withstand worsening economic conditions
in the farm sector of the economy. Prior to the beginning of the study, the
hog farm debate had received some attention in the local media, although
far less than a host of other national, sta te, and local issues. It was selected
for inclusion in this study because there are two relatively clear-cut
advocacy groups with distinct frames for interpreting the issue. Its
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assumed low relevance for this subject population means that this study
is particularly focused on the effects of advocate frames when audiences
initially have relatively little information about the issue in question.

Drawing on the distinction between conflict and event-centered
reporting raised earlier, the "conflict" stimulus article in the present
study was a relatively balanced treatment highlighting disagreement
between the two groups concerned with this issue. This article is
reproduced in the appendix. Two other articles mimicked event-
centered stories that gave more emphasis to an environmental group.
The remaining articles used the same approach to give emphasis to an
industry association. On each "side" of the conflict condition, the
articles differed in the degree to which they favored the respective
group. All five articles contained approximately 580 words.

Policy statements describing the competing frames on the hog
farm issue were obtained from the Illinois Stewardship Alliance, an
environmental interest group, and the Illinois Pork Producers Associa-
tion, an industry group. The former attempts to frame the issue in
environmental terms, stressing the health threats posed by large farm
operations. The group is particularly concerned with the potential for
large farms to spill hog manure into local water sources. The industry
group suggests that the more appropriate frame is economic. They
claim that large-scale farms are more efficient and, therefore, are more
likely to survive in an increasingly competitive market environment. A
set of seven representative quotations was drawn from each group's
materials. These statements, along with a general description of the hog
farm issue, were given to a group of 16 students enrolled in a graduate
journalism course. The students were asked to use the general context
of a state Senate committee hearing on hog farms to characterize the
frames advocated by the two groups. The articles they wrote were
evaluated for the level of balance they brought to their presentation of
the debate.""̂  From among the five most balanced articles, one was
selected (on the basis of writing quality) for the conflict condition.

The headline for this article read "Groups clash in Senate hog farm
hearings." The lead paragraphs briefly described the alleged hearings
and the frames advanced by the interest groups. The article then
described, in turn, the positions of the Illinois Stewardship Alliance and
the Illinois Pork Producers Association. The final paragraph forecast
when the Senate would act on this issue and repeated the competing
frames. The articles created for the other four conditions featured a
fictitious news conference, a common "event" around which stories are
structured. The headline used for the two articles that favored the
environmental frame read, "Group report cites hog farm pollution
problems." Almost all of the original frame content of the conflict article
was retained, but the order of presentation was dramatically altered.
The economic frame was not mentioned until the middle of the story.
Thus, the article contained an almost equal number of mentions for the
two sides, but the environmental frame was given in the headline and
appeared earlier in the text. The article most strongly biased toward the
Stewardship Alliance was created by moving any mention of the farm
association to the final few paragraphs of the story. Additional informa-
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tion supporting the environmental frame was inserted in the space
formerly given to the economic frame. An identical procedure was used
to create the articles giving more prominence to the industry frame.̂ "*

Evaluation of farms. In both waves, subjects completed a four-
item semantic-differential evaluation task. The stem asked them to
indicate their "feelings toward 'large-scale hog farms'" by checking
boxes on a set of unnumbered seven-point scales. The adjective pairs
used as scale anchors were "good-bad," "positive-negative," "favorable-
unfavorable," and "beneficial-harmful." Responses to these items were
averaged and reversed to form a scale of positive feelings toward large-
scale hog farms (wave 1 M = 3.8, SD - 1.19, a = .93; wave 2 M = 3.81, SD
-1.19, a = .96).

Regulation of Farms. Following the semantic differential items in
both waves was a forced-choice question regarding farm regulation. A
pro-regulation statement read, "large-scale hog farms should be prohib-
ited in the state of Illinois," and the other statement read, "large-scale hog
farms should not be regulated in any way in the state of Illinois." This
rather extreme set of options was intended to force subjects into moving
definitively into one direction or the other. A "don't know" option was
alsooffered. The distribution ofchoices in the first wave was 33%of valid
responses in favor of regulation and 25% opposed. In the second wave,
the proportions were 25% and 19"/o, respectively.

Interpretation of the Issue. Following these items was an open-
ended question that read, "If you had to summarize what the large-scale
hog farm issue is all about, what would you say? Please list as many
thoughts as you have. Please list one thought in each space below." A
set of eight spaces filled the remainder of the page. The content of one
space was taken to represent a single thought. The mean number of
thoughts in the first wave was 3.08 (SD = 2.37) and in the second 1.91 (SD
= 1.64). A trained coder analyzed the responses for the presence of
comments referencing an element of the environmental frame, com-
ments mentioning an element of the economic frame, some comment
about hog farm regulation, a mention of the presence of conflict between
groups, a general reference to the state of Illinois, or some other topic.*^
The comments of 10% of the study's participants were analyzed by a
second coder. The level of agreement between the two analysts was high
(Cohen's Kappa = .83).

Comments regarding economic and environmental issues will be
used in the analyses that follow. The number of comments in each
category was divided by each subjects' total number of responses. The
resulting score represents the proportion of comments devoted to the
economic and environmental topics (wave 1 M = .32, SD = .27 and M =
.38, SD ^ .29, respectively; wave 2 M = .22, SD = .29, and M - .36, SD = .34,
respectively). For each subject, the proportion of comments relating to
the economic frame was then subtracted from those regarding the
environmental frame. Thus, this measure is an assessment of the extent
to which each subject stressed the environmental over the economic
frame (wave 1 M = .06, SD = .47; wave 2 M = .14, SD = .48).

Need for Cognition. A set of ten need for cognition items appeared
late in the first-wave questionnaire.^-'' Subjects indicated their agreement
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with self-referential statements (such as "I prefer complex to simple
problems" and "I try to avoid situations where there is a good chance that
I will have to think hard about something")- Responses were given on
seven-point scales with "strongly disagree" and "strongly agree" as
endpoints. The set of 10 responses was averaged together to form a
measure with higher responses indicating greater need for cognition (M
= 4,76, SD = 1.01, a = .84), This scale was then split at the median (4.78)
to create a dichotomous variable.

Covariates. It appeared plausible that one effect of the frame
manipulation could be to inadvertently induce some subjects to pay
more attention to the article's content. Thaf is, it seemed possible that,
due to the articles' structure, subjects in one or more conditions may read
more of the article than would subjects in the others. Such a confound
could obscure the independent effects of the prominence of advocate
frames. To control for this possibility, two items were included in the
first-wave questionnaire. The first was a five-item test of subjects' ability
to recall core information included in all versions of the article.** The
mean number of correct responses was 1.4 (SD = 1.32, a = .70). Also
included in the wave 1 instrument was a self-report of the proportion of
the article subjects had read, A two-by-two inch image of the article was
shown on a page late in the questionnaire. Subjects were asked to draw
a line through sections they had read. For each subject, the number of
paragraphs indicated was divided by the total number of paragraphs for
his/her particular article. The resulting score had a mean of .71 (SD =
.38).̂ '' All analyses of covariance (ANCOVAs) use these two variables as
covariates. Neither item was affected by the article manipulation.

Results Interpretation of the Issue. The first hypothesis predicts that
subjects' cognitions regarding the hog farm issue will be influenced by
the relative dominance of frames within the articles. Table 1 presents the
data for comments about environmental and economic topics for both
waves. Also included for both is the difference between the proportion
of comments about environmental and economic topics. The data offer
strong support for HI. In the first wave, the article manipulation had a
significant impact on each measure. Comments on the environment
exhibited a significant polynomial linear contrast (t - -8.59, p < .001) such
that comments about the environment decreased as the presence of the
environmental frame in the stories decreased. A corresponding pattern
was found with respect to the economic and difference scores (ts = 7.96
and -10.1, ps < .001, respectively), A significant fourth-order contrast
was also observed for the two latter variables (ts = -2.52 and 2.69, ps = .01,
respectively). The between-groups contrast tests indicated that the
conflictgroup'scomments were essentially indistinguishable from those
given by subjects reading the article containing a moderate environmen-
tal emphasis. That is, the environment frame did not appear to have an
effect until its emphasis was particularly strong. On the other hand, there
was very little difference between the comments offered by readers of
the two articles emphasizing the economic frame, but they both were
significantly different from those offered by subjects in the other condi-
tions.
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TABLE 1
Interpretation of Large Hog Farm

Environment Group Event

Wave 1

Environ.

Econ,

Difference

Wave 2

Environ.

Econ.

Difference

Strong
Version

.56,
(31)

.16
{21)

40,
(.44)

•443
(.37)

•15.
(.25)

•29.
(.44)

Moderate
Version

.40,
(.25)

.30,
(.22)

.10,
(.38)

.41
(.34)

•18,
(.26)

•23,
(.22)

Conflict

.40,
(-28)

.28,
(.27)

•12,
(46)

36,
(.36)

•21a.
(.28)

•14 . ,
(.27)

Issue

Industrv Group Event

Moderate
Version

•29,
(.24)

.42,
(.26)

-13c
(.41)

.32
(.29)

•26, ,
(-29)

•05 , ,
(.26)

Strong
Version

•22,
(.23)

•44,
(.31)

-.21,
(.42)

.28
(.33)

,33,
(.35)

-.05,
(.31)

F

20.05**

17.95"

28,13"

1.91

3.92**

4.76"

.16

,14

.21

.03

.05

.06

n

439

439

439

290

290

290

Note: Results of ANCOVA tests using proportion of story read and story recall as covariates.
The "difference" variable is calculated by subtracting economic frame comments from environ-
mental frame comments. Entries in parentheses are standard deviations. Means with no
subscripts in common differ with p < .05 in planned comparisons,

* p < .05; " p < .01

It is important to note that tbe subjects used in this study appeared
to be particularly likely to make comments using an environmental
frame. The conflict condition featured an article that gave a relatively
balanced account of tbe bog farm issue. However, the difference score
indicates tbat subjects were more likely to focus on the environmental
frame in tbeir comments. Tbereare at least two potential explanations for
this pattern. It may be that tbe information supplied for the environmen-
tal frame in these articles was particularly powerful. Tbat is, it may be
that these arguments were more credible for the subjects or were particu-
larly memorable for some reason. Unfortunately, we do not baveenougb
information to address tbis question.

A second potential explanation is that these subjects were particu-
larly prone to tbink in environmental terms. Fortunately, there are some
data available for exploring this suggestion. Fifty-one respondents
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TABLE 2
Evaluations of Large Scale Hog Farms

Environment Group Event Industry Group Event

Strong Moderate Conflict Moderate Strong F
Version Version Version Version

Wavel

Wave 2

3.54,
(1.2)

3.62^

(1.23)

3.93^
(1.22)

(1.33)

{1.07)

3.69^
(1.19)

3.77,
0-19)

3.87_,

(.98)

4.26^
(1.12)

3-88,
(1.19)

8.15**

1.33

.06

.02

504

363

Note: Results of ANCOV A tests using proportion of story read and story recall as covariates.
Higher scores on the dependent variables indicate positive feelings toward farms. Entries in
parentheses are standard deviations. Means with no subscripts in common differ with p < .05 in
planned comparisons.

* pi < .05; "p< .m

completed the second wave without participating in the first. Thus, they
constitute a non-randomly selected group of people who may be thought
of as representing the condition of the other subjects prior to exposure.
To be sure, there are many methodological reasons, such as selection bias
and history effects, why this comparison should be made cautiously.
However, it is interesting to note that among those who offered an
interpretation of the hog farm issue (38 respondents), 227o {SD = 34%) of
their comments used an environmental frame and only H7o (SD = 24%)
used an economic frame. Thus, it may be that environmental consider-
ations were particularly accessible for the subjects participating in this
study.

The fourth hypothesis predicted that any patterns observed imme-
diately following exposure to the article would persist over time. The
da ta in the second half of Table 1 suggest that an identifiable effect existed
three weeks after the initial exposure. TTius, H4 received some support .
There were still significant linear patterns present for the economic frame
and difference variables (ts - 3.94 and -4.35, )̂s < .01, respectively).
However, the between-group contrasts indicate that the significant
differences were those between comments made by subjects in the most
extreme conditions. Subjects in the strong environmental and strong
economic frame articles made comments that were significantly differ-
ent, and comments in the latter also differed from those made by subjects
in the moderate environmental condition. In sum, while the overall
strength of the pattern was muted, most of the linear patterns of framing
effects observed following the initial exposure were detected three
weeks later.**

Evaluation of Hog Farms. Table 2 presents data relevant to the
second hypothesis. Subjects' global evaluations of large-scale hog farms
were significantly associated with the frame manipulation in the first
wave. Thus, there appears to be substantial support for this hypothesis.
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TABLE 3
Support for Regulation of Large Scale Hog Farms

Environment Group Event Industry Group Event

Strong Moderate Conflict Moderate Strong
Version Version Version Version

Wave 1

Support 44.1% 29.97o

Oppose 18.6% 26.8%

Don't Know 37.3% 43.3%

Wave 2

Support 37.7% 27.8%

Oppose 23.4% 20.8%

Don't Know 39.07., 51.4%

* p < .05; ** p < .01

34.0%

21.0%

45.0%

23.2%

15.9%

60.9%

38.0%

22.0%

40.0%

23.0%

14.9%

62.2%

20.0%

36.4%

43.4%

12.5%

20.8%

66.7%

18.56'*

18.42*

498

364

The data reveal a significant polynomial linear contrast (t = -4.49, p <
.001), such that evaluations of farms grew more positive as the emphasis
of article content moved from the environmental to the economic frame.
Perhaps more interestingly, there was also a significant cubic trend {t =
3.35,;?= .001). Thisisreflectedin the relative similarity of evaluations by
subjects in the conflict and the two moderate frame groups. Whereas the
two articles that gave strongly biased accounts of the issueappear tohave
had a substantial impact on subjects' evaluations of farms, the more
moderate versions did not. In practical terms, it appears that changing
an article's headline and rearranging the order of paragraphs was not
sufficient to alter subjects' feelings about the issue under scrutiny. It took
a very unbalanced version of the story, with only a few mentions of the
opposing frame, to move subjects in a specific direction.

In the second wave, the effect of the frame manipulation had
dissipated. No significant pattern was detected. Thus, there is no
support for H4 here. Global evaluations rendered by subjects in the
conflict and moderately biased conditions remained essentially un-
changed while those in the most extreme conditions appear to have
regressed to a more "neutral" state. Paired samples t-tests indicate that
for subjects in the conflict and moderate groups, the wave 1 and 2
evaluations do not differ significantly from each other (ts(68 to 74) < 1.2,
ps > .20). However, subjects reading the most extreme environmental
frame experienced a marginally significant change over time (t(78) - -
1.81, p ^ .08). Those reading the strong version of the economic frame
experienced a significant change (t(7Q) = 2.94, p < .01).
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Support for Hog Farm Regulation. The third hypothesis suggests
that the balance of oppt)sing advocacy frames should affect the overall
level ofsupport for hog farm regulation. Table3presentsacrosstabulation
of support for regulation and the article conditions for both waves. In
wave 1, there is a rather clear effect of the manipulation. The more
subjects read about the environmental frame, the more likely they were
to support the general concept of farm regulation.*''* Thus, H3 was
generally supported. Again, the most substantial effects were observed
for the difference between strong and moderate presentations of the two
sides. There is relatively little difference between subjects in the conflict
and moderate framing conditions.™

The second wave data in Table 3 tell a substantially different story.
Whereas the overall pattern is significant, the influence of article condi-
tion on support for regulation is severely reduced. In fact, in terms of
opposition to regulation, there are no real differences between groups.-'̂
Instead, the dominant pattern here is evidence of an effect of the article
on subjects' willingness to state a position. Subjects reading articles with
greater emphasis on the economic frame and reduced emphasis on the
environmental frame were less willing to take any position on the
question.''^

Need for Cognition. The fifth hypothesis predicts that subjects'
need for cognition will condition the effects of the framing manipulation.
All of the ANCOVA analyses reported above were repeated with a
dichotomized need for cognition variable added as a second indepen-
dent factor. In none of the analyses was the test for interaction between
the group condition variable and need for cognition statistically signifi-
cant. In other words, contrary to expectations, the impact of frame
dominance was not moderated by subjects' need for cognition.

Discussion ^̂ 1 ^f jĵ ^ jg^g p^j^j ^^ ^ substantial short-term effect of the article

manipulation. Subjects' open-ended explanations of the large-scale hog
farm issue were influenced by changes in the journalistic frame. Com-
pared to the comments made by those in the conflict and environmental
frame conditions, subjects reading event-centered articles stressing the
economic frame were significantly more likely to explain the issue in
economic than environmental terms. Of the event articles stressing the
environmental frame, only the more extreme version appears to have
encouraged subjects to place particular emphasis on that interpretation.
The strength of this pattern was lower when re-measured three weeks
later, but the general outline persisted. Thus, the data indicate that
exposure to a single news article on the hog farm issue was sufficient to
partially direct the comments made by subjects some time later.

When the analyses turned to an examination of affective evalua-
tions of large-scale hog farms and to expressing opinions about regulat-
ing them, the impact of the article manipulation was less dramatic. In the
first wave measurement, both sets of attitudinal measures revealed
significant effects of exposure. This sort of outcome is perhaps a framing
effect, but it may also be thought of as merely short-term persuasion.
Indeed, the second wave data indicate that the attitudinal effect of the
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manipulation did not persist. On both measures, there was little to no
discernable effect of exposure condition.

Within the context of Price and Tewksbury's characterization of
framing effects, the transitory nature of the evaluate effects are not very
surprising.''-^ Their knowledge activation model posits that framing
works through manipulating the perceived applicability of certain con-
structs for interpreting political issues and actors. It is the mental
connection people make between issues and ideas that is at the heart of
framing effects. The cognitive response data indicate that three weeks
after subjects' exposure to a single news article about a potentially
obscure political issue, the relative weight of frames in the story still
mattered. That is, news accounts appear to have considerable power to
influence audience beliefs about the sorts of things they should remem-
ber about public issues, events, and people. Of course, we may discuss
the cognitive response patterns as framing effects, but we must turn to
attitude change theory to interpret the attitudinal processes.

From the message-learning approach, acceptance of a message's
arguments should precede attitude change.^'' It appears that in wave 2,
subjects partially accepted the basic frames suggested by some of the
articles without having taken the step toward attitude change. In the
language of persuasion research, changes in the news frames (i.e., from
conflict to event-centered reporting) resulted in changes in the position
and number of arguments by the two sides. These shifts in emphasis
served to produce a short-term change in affect. However, it appears that
subjects forgot their initial judgments and the arguments on which they
were based. Thus, when re-tested three weeks later, the initial effects had
dissipated.

One pattern of note in the open-ended thought listing was the
across-the-board preponderance of comments about the environment.
This result appears to highlight the importance of the interaction be-
tween audiences' accessible considerations and the presence of frames in
the news. It may be that the audience here was prepared to think in terms
of one frame in particular. Only a relatively unbalanced presentation
was able to move them beyond their existing tendencies. As one might
expect, given the findings of past research in persuasion,'"^ the applicabil-
ity process of framing does not operate in isolation. What audiences
know and believe prior to exposure (i.e., what is accessible to them) has
an important influence on the effect of frames in the news. The implica-
tions of some frames may mapeasily onto what is accessible to audiences.
In that case, a frame serves to elevate the activation of considerations that
may have been present by default. However, when a frame presents a
new perspective, it has the power to produce a substantial redirection of
what is considered applicable to the issue in question. In terms of
creating opinion change or other long-term effects, it may be that issue
frames have their most dramatic impact when they suggest novel asso-
ciations.

Naturally, there are some limitations to this study. The
generalizability of research using student samples is often open to
question. College undergraduates undoubtedly differ from others in
terms of news use, political knowledge and interest, and a number of
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additional factors. Had a more representative sample been used, we
might have seen different results."'' Another limitation of the study is the
rather artificial nature of the exposure conditions. Subjects were not
given an entire newspaper, nor were they allowed to choose what and
whether they wanted to read. It is likely that their level of attention to the
hog farm article was greater than it might have been in a normal context.
The only attempt to mitigate this artificiality came from the use of a pre-
exposure "filler" article. The hope was that this initial task might have
placed subjects in a slightly more naturalistic reading mode by the time
they reached the manipulated article. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
determine what effect, if any, this had on the subjects.

Using identical dependent measures in the immediate posttest and
in the subsequent retest could be cause for some concern. It may be that
subjects were able to recall their initial set of judgments and open-ended
comments three weeks later. While over-time effects of framing have not
been studied, findings in persuasion studies may be helpful in assessing
this threat to validity. Research in persuasion has examined the persis-
tence of both conclusions and memory for persuasive arguments. That
separation of effects is roughly analogous to the evaluation and interpre-
tation effects in the present study. In general, persuasion research has
found that memory for a message's conclusions persists longer than
memory for the message's arguments."^ That is different than the pattern
observed here (perhaps because the article manipulation had a more
substantial impact on interpretations than on attitudes), where attitudi-
nal effects disappeared at Time 2 but cognitive effects persisted. What is
more, bivariate correlations of open-ended comments at Time 1 with
those rendered at Time 2 show that, for those offering comments in both
waves, only about 10% to 15% of the variance in Time 2 interpretations
of the issue can be explained with Time 1 comments (analyses not
shown). Thus, while subjects may have remembered their initial com-
mentsand were motivated to be consistent on the retest three weeks later,
there is little evidence that such a tendency substantially biased the test
of individual frame persistence. Nonetheless, the possibility of some
artifactual explanation of the frame persistence cannot be entirely ruled
out.

Only one issue context was studied here, and more research is
needed to determine whether the results generalize to other domainsand
message contexts. One dimension that was likely important in the
present study was the relative novelty of the hog farm issue. While some
of the student subjects in the study probably had an interest in the
environmental and agribusiness elements of this issue, we assume that
the majority of them would have had little prior exposure to it.™ Thus,
it is unclear in the present context whether the framing effects exhibited
here would be found with respect to a more mainstream topic. On a
theoretical level, it may be that things might have gone differently had
this been an issue subjects considered very important or one with which
they were very familiar.'''' The apparent strength of the environmental
advocate frame in this study suggests that what news audiences bring to
the exposure situation has an important influence on the impact of
frames they encounter. One would expect a single news story to have
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little effect on audiences' understanding of well-rehearsed political
issues. However, prior research has indicated that even such familiar
topics as poverty and free speech are open to framing effects."" Research
adopting the methods used here may be helpful in fleshing out the
different processes of framing that may apply to novel versus familiar
issues.

Future research might also explore whether issue framing has a
different character at the local than at the national or international levels.
Other areas of political communication research that have focused on the
d istinction between local and national issues have observed some impor-
tant differences in how the various processes operate. For example, Delli
Carpini and Keeter have found that whereas men often score higher on
general tests of political knowledge, women score higher when ques-
tions about local issues are included in the measures.**' The differences
between local and national news may involve more than just political
knowledge, of course. An issue's personal relevance, the accessibility of
relevant constructs suggested by the issue, and the likelihood of non-
media exposure to frame elements are just some of the factors that may
affect how local issue framing operates.

The present study has implications for macro-level analyses of the
role of the news media in elite discourse. This study demonstrated what
may happen at the intersection of journalistic news values and issue
advocate activity. Admittedly, not every possible condition and render-
ing was represented here, but the results are suggestive of how journal-
istic decision making can influence public interpretations of a policy
debate. Starting with two competing advocacy frames, the story ma-
nipulations represent different paths journalists could take. The "bal-
anced" condition very roughly represented the conditions that exist
when advocates engage in policy discussion on neutral ground {a legis-
lative hearing) and journalists apply a conflict frame to the story. The
other conditions equally roughly represent what may happen when
journalists report advocate-sponsored pseudo-events. The articles most
similar to the conflict story in this study contained an equal number of
mentions of the two sides, but the sponsor of the respective media events
shifted, causing a change in headline and the article's lead. Conse-
quently, the amount of prominence given to the respective opposing
advocate frame was reduced. This difference resulted in a significant
shift in how audiences interpreted the issue in question.

What this means is that the journalistic frame of conflict was
associated with more balanced audience interpretations of the issue.
While many communication scholars decry the use of the conflict media
frame,"^ it may be less likely than others to carry one advocate frame at
the expense of another.*̂ ^ Of course, the situation constructed here was
relatively stylized. In practice, the level of balance produced by event
and conflict frames undoubtedly varies greatly. In any event, that is an
empirical question in need of more attention.
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APPENDIX
Article Used in the Conflict Condition

Groups Clash in Senate Hog Farm Hearings
By CHRIS WATHEWS
S T A T C C A H T A L BUREAU
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